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The central objective of S. 2, "Sunset Act of 1977," is
to assure effeccive and systematic reevaluation of Federal
policy and prograss. It its rev'.ew process, Congre&s could
possibly consider related programs in groups rather than
individually. In this way, comvittoes could report results of
their program reviews in packaaes, with a single report covering
all the pr-gl:ams in that package. For greatest effectiveness,
the review package should cover the full range of programs
having closely related objectives. The coverage of the program
review process should be as near to universal as possible,
including coverage of of! budget prograas. Congress should
establish a flexible review schedule which provides for the
evaluation of both short term and long term program objectives.
Congress should consider alternative scheduling processes, such
as establishing and modifying the schedule in the annual budget
resolution, to facilitate coordination and adjustments in the
schedule. Congress must also decide what messure of flexibility
with regard to th.e scope and conduct of individual program
reviews is appropriate. In addition, Congress should give
serious consideration to providing for some sort of monitoring
of the effectiveness of the sunset evaluation process itself. A
forthcoming General Accounting Oflice report will outli-e a
proposed process of oversight planning that could be used by
Congressional committees to help to insure that the evaluations
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: We are pleased to

be here today to present our views on S.2, "Sunset Act 
of 1377".

As you know, the General Accounting Office ha3 long supported 
efforts

to make Government programs more manageable, understandable 
and accountable

to the Congress and the public.

The central objective of this legislation is to assure effective

reevaluation of Federal policy and programs. We believe that we can

offer some suggestions for making a systematic program 
rev r process

such as that outlined in S.2 as workable as possible, 
and we welcome

the opportunity to share with you our views oa this matter, 
as well as

to respond to the particular questions outlined in your 
letter inviting

us to testify.

List of Federal Programs

Among other things, you asked for our observations Jl c-iteria for

defining programs. On the surface, Title I of S.2, requiring GAO to

develop a complete list of programs adds significantly 
to GAO's fc;mai

reporting requirements. However, in our work under Title VIII of the

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 we have already done 
much of the work

involved in meeting this requirement, relying heavily 
on cooperation

from che committees which use the information and 
the agencies which

must supply it. We expect to have a substantially complete list of

programs within the next few weeks. The data should be substantially

better than was available at this time last year because 
of the experience
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which we, the committees and the agencies have gained in the meantime.

We expect to be able to meet the othfr reporting requirements in Title I

by the January 1, 1978 deadline,

In preparing this list of programs wt have used authorizing legisla-

tion as the basic element of what constitutes a program. There ma: be

significant problems, however, if each of the programs on our list is

reviewed, reported and decided upon 1by the Congress separately under the

provisions of S.2. The volume of reports would be very large and ha

focus on individual programs would tend to submerge consideration of

broader policy issues. In our view, attempting to redefine the term

"program" is not the best way to deal with these problems. We believe

that efforts to deal with issues of overlap, interaction and the relative

effactiveness of pirograms are likely to be more successful if Congress

considers related programs in groups, rather than individually. Accordingly,

you may wish to consider reauiling committees to report the results of their

reviews in packages, with a single report covering all the programs in

that package. For example, reasonable "review packages" might well consist

of all the outlay and tax expenditure programs in one or two budget sub-

functions.

For greatest effectiveness, the review £ackage should cover

the full range of programs with closely related objectives, 
4ncluding

direct loans, loan guarantees, tax expenditures and other subsidies,

as well as grants and direct operations. In the case of Higher

Education, for example, there are substantial tax expenditure provisions
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which ought to be considered in evaluating overall effectiveness. A strong

case could also be made for including the closely related activities of the

Veterans Education programs in the same review package.

We recognize that the multiple committee jurisdictions over activities

in a single review package will, in many cases, require cooperative arrange-

ments among the affected committees, but we believe it is essential

that related programs and activities be reviewed together if we are to

accomplish the important objectives of S.2.

Universal Coverage: We believe that the coverage of the program review process,

,hich we vie:w as the principle objective of this legislation, should be

as near to universal as possible. While S.2 does allow for certain limited

exemptions from the termination provision, all programs--including off

budget programs--would be subject to the program review provisions. While

we believe that off budget programs should never have been taken out of

the budget in the first place, we are glad to see that S.2 provides for

them to be included it the review process,

Short and Long Term Oujectives: We believe it is vital to the process

that the Congress establish a schedule which provides for the systematic

reevaluation of all programs in accordance with Congress' priorities.

Different programs, of course, ha.ve different life cycles and nearly all

programs will have both short and long term objectives.

Some programs have stated short term objec:ives, but tacit long

term objectives. For example, one of the stated objectives of the Head
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Start program was improving disadvantaged children's cognitive skills

prior to entering elementary school to put them on a more equal footing

with other children. Early evaluations showed that this short term objec-

tive was achieved by the He.d Start program. Over the longer tun, however,

the impact of the program was not as great as it initially appeared to be.

As we said in a 1975 -sport to the Congress (MWD-75-51) "Most studies

concluded that educational gains of Head Start graduates progressively

declined after the children left the program and were virtually lost by

the end of third grade,"

The mix of short and long term program objectives needs to be re-

flected in the timing and nature of the review processes undertaken by

the Congress. Evaluation of progress against short-run objectives may

be needed quite frequently to assure that a program is not going drastically

off course. On the other hand, progress against long-term objectives

should be monitored in a manner that recognizes the limitations of shoit

term review results (as illustrated by the difference between early and

later evaluations or the Head Start program),

S.2 of course, allows for this. Thus, when Congress (or a committee)

judges that the short term objectives of a particular program are para-

mount or critical, they should reevaluate as frequently as necessary. On

the other hand, for programs with long term objectives it mey not be possible

to fully reevaluate every five years. In such cases, however, we believe

some sort of monitoring, possibly less intensive than a full scale evalua-

tion, will be possible and useful,

Schedule Flexibility

Section 101 of S.2 would fix the schedule for review of programs
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by subfunctions in the statute, This calses us some concern. It would

mean that any changes to the budget functional structure itself 
or to the

review date for a program would require affirmative statutory action 
by

the Congress. To help assure that all programs are reviewed, that the

workload is kept relatively balanced among committees and agencies, 
that

review activities are commensurate with review capabilities, 
and that the

primary budget classification can be revised and improved as the 
nerd arises,

we believe that more flexibility in the schedule may be desirable,

As I mentioned earlier, we believe it is important that tax expendi-

tures be reviewed in the same context as other related activities, 
We

note that Title IV of the bill provides for a separate schedule 
for reviewing

tax expenditures. Sec' ion 402 provides for exchange of infoirmation and

coordination, but this may not be sufficient to achieve the simultaneous

review which we would consider desirable.

Accordingly we would suggest consideration of alternative scheduling

processes (such as establishing and modifying the schedule in the annual

budget resolution) which would provide greater ease in coordina'tiag 
and

adjusting the schedule while retaining the involvement of the Congress

as a whole in setting the schedule,

Flexibility of Reviews

S.2 provides considerable flexibility with regard to the scope and

colduct of individual program reviews. Given committee time and manpower

constraints, there is a clear conflict between trying to assure that all

programs are rigorously reviewed, and on the other hand, assuring 
that
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review efforts are focused on areas with the most payoff. The evaluation

requirements in the previous bill, S.2'15, were criticized ab being rigid;

S.2 allows :ore flexibility.

This increased flexibility, of course, can have both good and bad

effects. On the positive side, the increased flexibility lowers the pro-

bability that the review process will overburden the committees, On the

other hand, flexibility involves some risk that not all committees will

take their oversight and evaluation responsibilities equally seriously.

This committee, and ultimately the Congress itself, must decide what

measure of flexibility is appropriate,

Central Coordination and Control

Because of the variability in the level of review which might result

from the flexibility provided in S.2, we believe Congress should give

serious consideration to providing for some sort of monitoring of the

effectiveness of the sunset process itself.

That is why we are attracted to the idea that the schedule of

reevaluations be established in the annual budget resolution. This pro-

cedure would place the budget committees in a central position to establish

priorities and would strengthen the Congressional budget review process,

It would also provide the needed discipline to make certain that major

programs are not overlooked and, at the same time, would provide the

needed flexibility which we believe is important to the success of the

idea of sunset legislation as a whole, The Budget Committees could

propose a review schedule for the succeeding five years (or other period)
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based on recoLnendations from the standing committees, congressional

support agencies and the Eoecutive Iranch. The schedule woLld then be

considered, modified if appropriate, and approved by the full House and

Senate as part of its action on the first concurrent resolution. The

proposed review schedule and priorities could then be reviewed and amended,

if necessary, each year by the full House and Senate, helping to ensure

flexibility in the scheduling of reviews and the setting of review priorities

in accord with congressional intent. We believe that an arrangement of

this sort would help assure integration of the new review process with

the existing buiget process.

If this apprnach were taken, the program list required from GAO by

section 102 of the bill would have to be updated frequently (perhaps

annually) to assure that the schedule takes account of new programs as

thev are created.

There are other alternatives for assuring some oversight of the sunset

process. For example, each authorizing committee could be required to

report their progress and plans for sunset reviews annually as part of

their input to the Budget Committees. One vehicle for doing this would

be to amend section 118 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 to

require each committee to annually report both their past and planned

review activities. Or, as was outlined in Section 606 of S,.2925, a

committee could be charged with making a study of the sunset process at

the end of each five year review cycle to allow for a sunset review of

the sunset process itself.
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Planning the Review Process

With the flexibility available to committees under Title iI of S.2,
we would expect that for some reviews of programs, it may not be necessary
to have the all encompassing program workload, process, outcnme and impact
data we commonly associate with the term "evaluation." In some cases,
a good flow of relevant information will ',e acceptable to the Congress,
serving as a: adequate substitute for a formal program evaluation study
effort and report. Given committee and analytical resource constraints,
it would be impossible, of course, to rigorously reevaluate all preEumed
causal links or program impacts associated with all Federal programs within
a five year period. Because of these constraints -'- ices will have to
be made on what will be studied and in what depth, We believe Congress
should seek, in planning its program reviews, to focus evaluation efforts
on program issues and questions that it considers important and that
can be addressed with sufficient reliability and validity to satisfy
Congress' needs.

Under our mandate to develop evaluation methods for the Congress,
and at the specific request of Senator Leahy, we have explored ways to
help achieve a match between Congressional evaluation needs and evaluation
capabilities for meeting those needs, In our report on this matter to be
issued in the near future, we plan to outline a proposed process of over-
sight planning that could be used by congressional committees to help
to insure that the evaluations per &d are both feasible and acceptable.
A copy of the report will be sent to your committee when it is completed.
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State and Local Involvement

The difficulties of doing good evaluation should, of course, never

be underestimated. It is often particularly difficult to determine the

impact of Federal spending on programs which operate through State and

local jurisdictions. In some cases, access to data may be a problem.

The assistance of States and localities will likely be needed to got

some types of information necessary for performing sunset reviews. States,

localities, and other jurisdictions should be giver. an opportunity to

contribute to the review process.

Whenever possible for example, agencies should build on State and

local evaluations in preparing the material required for the congressional

review process. Without such involvement basic data may be difficult

to acquire without great expense and effort,

A more basis problem, however, is the difficulty of attributing impact

to the Federal dollar. While in theory most Federal programs which operate

through the States can be evaluated, in practice it is very difficult.

For example, fungibility (the commingling of Federal, State and local

spending) makes it next to impossible to measure the true impact of

Revenue Sharing. From our experience in GAO, we have found that it is

usually possible to evaluate what is going on at the local level of Federally

assisted programs, but determining which effects are attributable to the

Federal dollar is much more difficult.

The General Accounting Office, of course, would be pleased to do

all that we can to assist committees in carrying out their review
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respolsibilities under this legislation. We belie ie, however, that the

primary respoilsibility ft,r actually providing the data and performing the

studies required by tha committees for their review process should rest

with the responsible executive agencies. We believe that the most efficient

use of GAO's resources would be in assisting committees vith the planning,

monitoring and assessing of agency review efforts and reports.

Relationship to the Budget Process

We recognize that a primary objective of S.2 is to provide a process

by which Congress will have greater opportunity to control FederAl spending

and improve the effectiveness of Federal and Federally assisted programs.

We've been much encouraged by the progress that has been made under the

Congressional Budget Act. The new congressional budget process is working

remarkably yell and we strongly urge that any new methods imposed by sulset

review legislation be carefully integrated into this existing process to

assure that it is not disrupted. If the sunset process is carefully

integrated with the congressional budget process, through mechanisms such

as the scheduling approach which we have suggested, we believe the two

processes can be mutually supportive.

The Adminintration 's plans for inr'roducing zero based Dudgeting (ZBB)

raises a few new issues.

As you and Senator Roth so aptly noted in your committee's compendium

on zero based buigeting, zero base budgeting and sunset legislation are

distinct, and hcpefully complementary approaches. ZBB, deperLding on how

it isl implemented in the executive agencies, could have implications for
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the sunset process.. Hopefully, ZBB will not work at cross purposes with

sunset. One of our concerns is that ZBB decision packages ought to be

designed in a way that will allow the submittal of information to Congress

along program lines. In general, however, if ZBB encourages the development

of better information concerning program performance, need and justifi-

cation, then we agree that ZBB will complement th, sunset review process.

Citizens' Commission

Title III of tnc 1ill would establish a "Citizens' Commissiion on the

Organization and Operation of Government," The objectives appear to be

analogous in many respects to thiose of the FirF': and Second Hoover

Commissions. We believe a new commission could make a significant con-

tribution to improving the effectiveness uf Federal programs and activities,

particularly as it has now been more than 20 years since the last comparable

effort.

We realize that concern has been raised that a Commission might

delay cons'deration of badly needed changes which have already beeni iden-

tif.ted by the President and are either now pending or likely to be proposed

in the near future, We believe this concern could be alleviated by having

the Commission start its work at the end of this session of Congress,

rather than immediately,. This would allow time for the President to

propose, and Congress to c -lsider, those structural changes which the

President considers to ba most in need of immediate attention.

Automatic Termination

In our opinion, the central objective of tnis legislation is to

achieve effective reevaluation of Federal policy and programs.



Whether the automatic termination concept built into S,2 is desirable

or necessary to encourage effective reevaluation is a matter which the

Congress itself must determine. However, we are concerned about some of

the implications of this feature of the legislation. We believe it would

be possible to achieve the objective of rigorous, systematic review without

introducing the concern and uncertainty for business, consumers and State

and local gove-nments associated with mandatory termination dates. We ofZfr

our proposal of setting the schedule and priorities for review through

the first concurrent bu_-et resolution as an alternative means for assuring

continued committment to a disciplined, rigorous review effort.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our prepared statement, We would be

happy to respond to any questions.
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